
1.) The Moose face of against the Centauri Falcons, all of the students 
came dressed in their toga attire ready to get rowdy. “ It was so fun, i 
enjoyed hanging out with my friends after a long day of school. It was 
nice to get a win against our rivalry school”- Junior Dyson Woodward. 
The rowdy crowd is a way for students to come together and cheer on 
their school sport teams. “This was an enjoyable time as it was one of 
the last rowdy crowd’s I was able to be apart of the times with the stu-
dents are some of the most memorable times”- Senior Jayden Mizoka-
mi. The Moose showed up and supported the girls volleyball team as 
they got the victory against the Falcons.

2.) “When the students come together it is one of the most enjoyable 
experiences during your time as a high schooler. Its nice to be their 
with my friends and chant against the opposing team”- Junior Landon 
Garcia. Getting rowdy with your friends on Friday nights are some of 
the best times of high school. When the Moose are in the building it is 
always loud and makes the games electric. The school band and the 
rowdy crowd come together to chant with each other. “This game was 
one to remember. The boys and I were able to make life time memo-
ry’s that we will remember forever. 

3.) The Moose pose for a picture against Ellicot. They were ready to be 
rowdy coming off of volleyball season heading into the winter sports, 
The rowdy crowd started the basketball season dressing up in their 
beach attire. “It was great to be there and see the basketball teams 
show up and play. As a freshman it was fun with this being the first bas-
ketball game I got to watch from the rowdy crowd”
- Freshman Anthony Meder. 

4.) The Boys team showed up to play. “The rowdy crowd for senior 
night was one of the best ones of the year. It was the seniors last home 
game so the students came to support and watch the last game of the 
season. The energy was exactly what they wanted for senior night” - 
Senior Michael Motz. “The rowdy crowd was the best its every been! I 
will miss every moment” - Senior RJ Meis. 

5.) Costume party, This was one of the most electric rowdy crowds the 
Moose had. The Moose were ready for the game and they showed it 
with them showing up in their best costume the Moose were rowdy! “ 
The rowdy crowd was crazy best it has been for a volleyball game in a 
while” - Junior Brayden Moller 

6.) “Being in the rowdy crowd section for football is quiet some fun, 
enjoying the themes and excitement. We love to support our school 
and get the team hyped for game day”- Sophomore Kiara Gallegos. 
“The rowdy crowd is a really fun thing to participate in because of the 
themes and chants. It also gets super intense and makes the games 
fun”- Sophomore Aubrey Rothermitch. Football season is a time when 
school starts back up and everyone is getting ready for the year. The 
Moose have many supporters who show up to all the games and make 
the games more intense and fun!
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